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THE PROBLEM
According the Chilean Naonal Health Survey, close to 2/3 of all paents in Chile 
(7 million) suffer from a chronic illness who need to take medicaon they oen 
can’t afford and need to manage their own health, not including emergency visits 
or those in which the paent’s medicaon or treatment lan has failed to work. 
WhilWhile health budgets are rising with the increase in chronic diseases, the Chilean 
public health system is inefficient to provide quality support to paents due to bar-
riers to access paent informaon, a lack of training for paent self-care, and not 
enough paent-focused systems. 
Moreover, many paent groups do exist, but they are dispersed among a wide 
range of illness, and oen advocate on their own behalf when it comes to issues 
that only specifically affect their paents. 

THE STRATEGY
Cecilia has been reimagining the system by pu ng the paent at the center 
through access to informaon, development of self-management techniques, 
and unifying a network of paent groups to advocate for a paent-focused health 
system. These paent-based changes will lead to more cost-effecve health 
budgets which are currently exploding due to chronic diseases.

THE IMPACT
NNow five years since starng Me Muevo for rheumatoid arthris paents and 
amassing a group of roughly 2,800 members, Cecilia is ready to take the next step 
and involve all paents of the Chilean public health system. Cecillia was also a key 
lobbyist for the Ley de Ricarte Soto, which legally opened up pathways for 
paents to become more involved in the healthcare system. Cecilia and her 
movement are now pushing for more widespread change, specifically with regard 
to paent informaon rights.

SUSUSTAINABILITY
Cecilia partners with pharmaceucal firms, paent groups and other internaonal 
paent organizaons to receive funding and donaons for her projects. Other part-
nerships in the paent educaon field such as Epistemonikos, an organizaon that 
publishes scienfic informaon on all types of illness, arms her movement with the 
tools necessary to empower all kinds of paents suffering from illness.
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